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More Evidence for Three Types of Cognitive Style: Validating the Object-Spatial Imagery and Verbal Questionnaire Using Eye Tracking when Learning with Texts and Pictures
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Summary: There is some indication that people differ regarding their visual and verbal cognitive style. The Object-Spatial Imagery and Verbal Questionnaire (OSIVQ) assumes a three-dimensional cognitive style model, which distinguishes between object imagery, spatial imagery and verbal dimensions. Using eye tracking as a means to observe actual gaze behaviours when learning with text-picture combinations, the current study aims to validate this three-dimensional assumption by linking the OSIVQ to learning behaviour. The results largely confirm the model in that they show the expected correlations between results on the OSIVQ, visuo-spatial ability and learning behaviour. Distinct differences between object visualizers, spatial visualizers and verbalizers could be demonstrated. © 2016 The Authors Applied Cognitive Psychology Published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd.

INTRODUCTION

Visualizer/verbalizer cognitive style refers to the hypothesis that people differ in their preferences and consistencies in processing visual and verbal information (Blazhenkova & Kozhevnikov, 2009). With reference to dual-coding theory (Paivio, 1978, 1986), which states that two distinct channels are responsible for processing information, people are assumed to have either a visual or verbal cognitive style (e.g. Jonassen & Grabowski, 1993; Mayer & Massa, 2003). That is, people are assumed to think predominantly in either pictures or words (Mayer & Massa, 2003).

Traditionally, many studies and questionnaires that aimed at measuring the visualizer/verbalizer dimension presumed a bipolar distribution of visualizers and verbalizers on the same scale (e.g. Mayer & Massa, 2003; Richardson, 1977). Kirby, Moore, and Schofield (1988) criticized this assumption and emphasized the importance of a more spatial cognitive style. Moreover, the bipolar approach neglected both the plausible assumption of people with hybrid, in-between cognitive styles (cf. Kirschner & van Merriënboer, 2013) and recent results from neuroscience that visual and verbal processing systems are dissociated and anatomically and functionally independent (e.g. Gazzaniga, Ivry, Mangun, & Steven, 2004; Thierry & Price, 2006).

This shortcoming of traditional research in the visualizer/verbalizer dimension might be one of the main reasons why the cognitive style assumption has been criticized quite harshly in the past few years, as the validity of this possibly relevant individual difference has been disputed: For example, Newcombe and Stieff (2012) called the idea, that some learners profit more from visualizations, a myth without sufficient empirical support. In their opinion, ‘almost no evidence that verbalizers and visualizers can be reliably distinguished’ (p. 958) exists. However, other authors disagree; for example, Riding (1997) argued that the construct is valid and that this notion is supported by indices that cognitive style is independent of personality, separate from intelligence and related to, among others, learning performance. Massa and Mayer (2006; also Mayer & Massa, 2003) also found ‘substantial correlations between paper-and-pencil measures of cognitive style and learners’ behaviors during learning’ (p. 334) and concluded that there were indeed visual and verbal learners. What the authors did not find, however, was substantial support for aptitude–treatment interactions (ATIs) of cognitive style and visual versus verbal instructional methods. Pashler, McDaniel, Rohrer, and Bjork (2008) called attention to the lack of well-designed studies investigating such interactions. Indeed, such studies are quite rare, as cognitive style often was investigated only descriptively (Kozhevnikov, 2007, 2013). Massa and Mayer examined the idea that visualizers and verbalizers might profit differently from text or pictures and found only weak support for such an ATI effect, as learning results of visualizers and verbalizers did only differ for very few of the used cognitive style measures.

Additionally, the validity of self-rating questionnaires on cognitive style has been disputed (Green & Schroder, 1990; Kirschner & van Merriënboer, 2013; Leutner & Plass, 1998). Again, it seems important to show—if they exist—that actual behavioural differences between people who identify themselves can be identified as either visualizers or verbalizers.

Some evidence regarding learning differences can be found in the study of Plass, Chun, Mayer, and Leutner (1998) about multimedia secondary language learning. The combination of textual information with pictures or animations in general resulted in better learning outcome than text alone. But there was a clear ATI effect in that only for visualizers was learning success substantially impaired if pictures or animations were missing (see Leutner & Plass, 1998, for details of the behavioural classification of visualizers and verbalizers). The authors concluded that visualizers profit considerably from visual learning material whereas verbalizers depend far less on visual material. In this study, however, the visualizer/verbalizer dimension was strictly limited to learning preferences. Höffler, Prechtl, and Nerdel (2010) found learning differences on cognitive style between
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‘highly developed visualizers’ and ‘less developed visualizers’ in that the former had better learning results when using static pictures instead of animations while for the latter it made no difference. Riding and Douglas (1993) could also identify an ATI effect when confronting visualizers and verbalizers with either text plus pictures or text plus text: Visualizers performed better with the text-plus-pictures condition, whereas verbalizers were better with the text-plus-text condition.

A more promising approach might be the one by Kozhevnikov and colleagues (Blazhenkova, Kozhevnikov, & Motes, 2006; Blazhenkova & Kozhevnikov, 2009; Kozhevnikov, Hegarty, & Mayer, 2002; Kozhevnikov, Kosslyn, & Shephard, 2005): They focused particularly on the development of ecologically valid scales on cognitive style with relations to visual object and spatial abilities and real-world activities. Thereby, they discovered evidence for a further splitting of the visual scale into an object imagery subscale and a spatial imagery subscale. The object imagery scale “assesses preferences for representing and processing colorful, pictorial, and high-resolution images of individual objects and [the] spatial imagery scale [...] assesses preferences for representing and processing schematic images, spatial relations amongst objects, and spatial transformations” (Blajenkova et al., 2006, p. 239).

Generally, people with high spatial ability and a spatial visual style score highly on the spatial imagery scale (and are thus called ‘spatial visualizers’), while people with an object visual style and low spatial ability score highly on the object imagery scale (‘object visualizers’; Kozhevnikov et al., 2002, 2005). A verbal cognitive style is still part of this model. The authors have found some promising results regarding reliability and validity of these three scales, which might lead the way towards the ‘hard evidence’ for the significance of this individual difference demanded by Pashler et al. (2008).

Most notably, Blazhenkova and Kozhevnikov (2009) showed that people with those three different visualizer/verbalizer cognitive styles chose different college courses in visual arts, physics and writing, respectively (in terms of significant correlations between choice and cognitive style). Likewise, they found a significant relationship between cognitive style and area of specialization: Scientists scored higher than humanities’ professionals and visual artists on the spatial imagery scale, while visual artists scored the highest on the object imagery scale and humanities’ professionals on the verbal scale.

Thus, there is some evidence that spatial visualizers, object visualizers and verbalizers do exist and that they differ regarding their professional choices. What is lacking, however, is evidence that people with different cognitive styles also show an actual different behaviour when learning—which could serve as an indicator that cognitive style might be a factor to be considered in teaching. The present study aims to close this gap.

Most likely, it could be assumed that cognitive style plays a role in learning with visualizations. Various studies based on Mayer’s Generative Theory of Multimedia Learning (e.g. Mayer, 2014) show that the combination of text and pictures usually promotes comprehension and problem-solving transfer (e.g. Plass et al., 1998; Yang, Andre, & Greenbowe, 2003). Mayer’s theoretical framework is derived from Paivio’s Dual-Coding Theory (Clark & Paivio, 1991; Paivio, 1978). According to this theory, there are two ways of processing information and hence two kinds of mental representations in the cognitive system. In the verbal system, information of a sequential structure such as written text or spoken words is processed. In the non-verbal system, spatial information and pictures are processed. The authors assume that integrating these two cognitive representations properly should improve learning results. It stands to reason that people with different cognitive styles might behave differently when learning with text–picture combinations. While visualizers might focus more on the pictorial information, verbalizers might rely more on the textual information. By linking eye tracking of actual learning behaviour while learning with visualizations to self-assessed cognitive style, the present study aims to validate Kozhevnikov and colleagues’ cognitive style dimensions (spatial imagery, object imagery and verbal) and their potential impact on learning and instruction.

**MATERIAL AND METHODS**

**Participants**

Thirty-two participants (68.8% female; age $M=24.63$, $SD=2.31$ years) from Germany were chosen for this study based on prior telephone interviews with 90 university students of various majors (mostly pedagogy, mathematics, politics and law; science majors and psychology majors were excluded owing to their probable high prior knowledge on the topics we used). These standardized interviews consisted of 14 typical yes/no questions based on the Verbal–Visual Learning Style Rating questionnaire (Mayer & Massa, 2003), the Individual Differences Questionnaire (Paivio & Harshman, 1983) and the Santa Barbara Cognitive Style Questionnaire (Mayer & Massa, 2003). They allowed us to classify participants’ cognitive style preliminary as either strongly visual or strongly verbal (if considerably more of the questions were answered in a visual or verbal sense, respectively). Interviewees with neither clear visual nor clear verbal cognitive style were not invited to this study in order to obtain clearly distinguishable, separate groups. This led us to 32 participants, about half of them visualizers and half of them verbalizers according to the preliminary classification. The particular questionnaires were chosen for their relatively easy-to-grasp questions, which also worked on the telephone [which would not have been possible, for example, with the Object-Spatial Imagery and Verbal Questionnaire (OSIVQ) by Blazhenkova & Kozhevnikov, 2009].

**Measures and questionnaires**

First, students’ individual cognitive style for visual and verbal material was assessed by a shortened version of

the OSIVQ\(^1\) (Blazhenkova & Kozhevnikov, 2009), with 31 items in three subscales, spatial (\(\alpha = .86\)), verbal (\(\alpha = .79\)) and object (\(\alpha = .93\)). The questionnaire had been translated into German. For item examples, please refer to Blazhenkova and Kozhevnikov (2009). Additionally, spatial visualization ability was measured with the paper-folding test (Ekstrom, French, Harman, & Dermen, 1976; Cronbach’s \(\alpha = .66\)), as spatial ability is supposedly linked with spatial imagery cognitive style according to Blajenkova et al. (2006).

**Learning tasks and procedure**

We chose four text–picture combinations with vastly different topics as stimuli: functioning of the toilet cistern; learned helplessness; Adenosine triphosphate (ATP) synthase; and tying a knot. While the learning material was self-developed, three of its topics were inspired by the works of Hegarty, Kriz, and Cate (2003), Nerdel and Prechtl (2002) and Schwan and Riempp (2004). We chose these particular topics for their wide ranges of domains (e.g. psychology, biology and mechanics), knowledge types (e.g. procedural-motor knowledge and conceptual knowledge) and character (e.g. procedure, process and principle). Thus, we aimed to represent as many typical topics of visualizations as possible to be able to generalize the results and/or to identify differing gaze patterns for different types of pictures. We expected (and checked with four questions prior to the test) participants to have low prior knowledge for each of the topics.

Participants were shown, for each of the four topics, sets of pictures with accompanying texts on a computer screen, each of the sets explaining one of the four topics (Figure 1), while their eye movements were measured with an SMI RED (SensoMotoric Instruments, Teltow, Germany) 120-Hz Eye Tracker, which offered the possibility of free head movements (40 cm x 20 cm at 70-cm distance), an accuracy of 0.4°, a spatial resolution (root mean square) of 0.03° and a sampling rate of 60 and 120 Hz. We decided to present each topic to be learned in a series of three pictures and three boxes of related text. Both sorts of information were placed near to each other (cf. Holsanova, Holmberg, & Holmqvist, 2009; Johnson & Mayer, 2012), and the pictures were designed in a rather abstract manner (i.e. not photo-realistic and without too many details to avoid cognitive overload) in order to facilitate the integration of knowledge. Both texts and pictures were designed to contain comparable information (i.e. were self-contained) in order to enhance the likelihood of choosing one of them as a main source (Chandler & Sweller, 1991; Holsanova et al., 2009; Sweller, van Merriënboer, & Paas, 1998). Furthermore, each set was designed in a comparable way (pictures above, texts below; Figure 1) and was presented for 2.5 minutes (except for the set on learned helplessness, which proved to be much easier to understand and which was therefore presented for 1.5 minutes). The equivalence of text and picture contents was checked beforehand with a small sample of seven participants who were shown pictures or texts separately and asked to explain what they had learned from them. Participants were asked to study the contents as closely as possible, as they had to answer a posttest afterwards.

The posttest included six true/false retention questions for each of the four topics as well as one open question per topic regarding overall comprehension (in case of the topic ‘knotting’, participants were asked to tie the actual knot). Reliabilities ranged from Cronbach’s \(\alpha = .60\) to .83. Examples are ‘The first dog remained on the ground helplessly, because it had been conditioned to expect the electric shots. True or false?’; ‘Once the float reaches a certain level, the valve is no longer depressed, which results in new water entering from the pipe. True or false?’; and ‘To tie the knot, firstly lay a small loop on the left end. True or false?’.

**RESULTS**

For analysing the eye-tracking data, each of the four sets of text–picture combinations (representing the four topics to be learned) was analysed with respect to areas of interest (AOIs), that is, regions in the stimuli that we were especially interested in. We created AOIs representing texts and pictures, that is, three AOIs for the three texts, three AOIs for the three pictures and six to eight AOIs for empty space around texts and pictures in every set. For the present analysis, we focused on two typically measured parameters in eye-tracking studies, that is, dwell time (sum of durations from all fixations and saccades that hit the AOI in seconds) and revisits (number of returns to the AOI after the first visit; Holmqvist et al., 2011). For an easier analysis, an overall composite score of participants’ gaze behaviour was generated by adding, in a first step, participants’ dwell times and revisits on all pictures and texts (z-standardized) across all stimulus sets, resulting in four different scores. In a second step, these four scores were aggregated into a standardized composite score by calculating the factor scores of their first principal component, which accounted for 71% of the total variance. Table 1 indicates that participants who dwelled longer on pictures and revisited them more often scored positively on this scale, while participants who dwelled longer on texts and revisited them more often scored negatively.

Thus, we created one joint scale for participants’ actual gaze behaviours during learning on which participants differed considerably (for a more detailed analysis, see Koč-Januchta, Höfler, Thoma, Prechtl, and Leutner, 2016). The joint scale was then correlated with scales of cognitive style, visuo-spatial ability and two learning performance scores (retention and comprehension). Table 2 shows the resulting correlations (Pearson and Spearman rho). As can be seen, all three scales of the OSIVQ correlate (unexpectedly) moderately with each other. The verbal scale correlates negatively with both imagery scales.

To get a better impression of the relation between the coefficients, we calculated semi-partial correlations. Figure 2 shows the relationships between a respective

---

\(^1\) We used a shortened version (31 instead of 45 items) because we administered a number of other questionnaires that are not part of the present paper. For the sake of full transparency, they were as follows: the Verbal–Visual Learning Style Rating (Mayer & Massa, 2003), the Individual Differences Questionnaire (Pavio & Hashman, 1983), the Santa Barbara Learning Style Questionnaire (Mayer & Massa, 2003), the Vividness of Visual Imagery Questionnaire (Marks, 1973) and the Verbalizer–Visualizer Questionnaire (Richardson, 1977).
cognitive style and the two outcomes after the effects of the other two cognitive styles have been partialled out.

The object imagery scale correlates significantly ($r = .40$) with participants’ gaze behaviour, as does the spatial imagery scale ($r = .46$). However, only the spatial imagery scale additionally correlates with visuo-spatial ability as measured by the paper-folding test ($r = .46$). The verbal scale has only small, non-significant correlations with both gaze behaviour and visuo-spatial ability. Gaze behaviour and visuo-spatial ability also do not correlate significantly ($r = .24$).

For another angle, a $K$-means cluster analysis was calculated in order to check whether verbalizers, spatial visualizers and object visualizers could be clearly identified by their answers on the OSIVQ. The analysis confirmed three separate groups with distinct cluster centres (Table 3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>Dwell time on pictures</th>
<th>Dwell time on texts</th>
<th>Revisits of pictures</th>
<th>Revisits of texts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Factor loading</td>
<td>0.984</td>
<td>−0.983</td>
<td>0.713</td>
<td>−0.635</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Correlations between the three subscales of the three subscales of the OSIVQ, PFT, and the joint gaze behaviour score when learning with texts and pictures (a positive score indicates focusing on pictures, a negative score indicates focusing on texts)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OSIVQ_object</th>
<th>OSIVQ_spatial</th>
<th>OSIVQ_verbal</th>
<th>PFT</th>
<th>Gaze behaviour</th>
<th>Retention</th>
<th>Comprehension</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OSIVQ_object</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.522**</td>
<td>−.396*</td>
<td>.088</td>
<td>.594**</td>
<td>−.202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSIVQ_spatial</td>
<td>.498**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>−.504**</td>
<td>.458**</td>
<td>.627**</td>
<td>−.113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSIVQ_verbal</td>
<td>−.413*</td>
<td>−.566**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>−.342</td>
<td>−.333</td>
<td>−.076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFT</td>
<td>.031</td>
<td>.444*</td>
<td>−.287</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.380*</td>
<td>.081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaze behaviour</td>
<td>.664**</td>
<td>.603**</td>
<td>−.286</td>
<td>.209</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>−.084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retention</td>
<td>−.237</td>
<td>−.037</td>
<td>−.037</td>
<td>.236</td>
<td>−.013</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comprehension</td>
<td>.137</td>
<td>.178</td>
<td>−.037</td>
<td>.498**</td>
<td>.385*</td>
<td>.384*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Loadings of four variables of gaze behaviour on their first principal component

Note: Both Pearson correlations (in the upper-right triangle) and Spearman rho correlations (in the lower-left triangle) are shown. OSIVQ, Object-Spatial Imagery and Verbal Questionnaire; PFT, Paper-Folding Test. *$p < .05$, **$p < .01$. 

Figure 1. The four sets of stimuli used consecutively in the study
Z-calculated using non-parametric Welch tests showed no significant difference between object visualizers and verbalizers did not differ significantly (SD = 0.98), which can justify the participants’ classification as object visualizers (n = 11), spatial visualizers (n = 8) or verbalizers (n = 13). All those participants who had been preliminarily classified (in the telephone interview) as visualizers fell into one of both visualizer groups, but some of the previously classified verbalizers fell now into the ‘spatial visualizers’ cluster. Please note also that those participants in the object scale and/or the spatial scale of OSIVQ relied more heavily on pictures than on texts (indicated by high positive correlations), while participants scoring high on the spatial scale tended to use texts and pictures to the same degree. (This apparent contradiction to the correlational results can be explained by the fact that participants scoring high on the spatial scale did not seem to have a clear preference and tended to use texts and pictures to the same degree.)

A non-parametric Kruskal–Wallis test then revealed that the three groups differed significantly regarding their gaze behaviour when learning with text–picture combinations, $\chi^2(2) = 19.97, p < .001$. To be precise, Mann–Whitney U tests showed that object visualizers ($M = 0.92, SD = 0.37$) focused more on pictures than both verbalizers ($M = -0.71, SD = 0.98$), $Z = -4.03, p < .001$, and spatial visualizers ($M = -0.11, SD = 0.54$), $Z = -3.39, p = .001$, while spatial visualizers and verbalizers did not differ significantly, $Z = -1.23, p = .218$. Figure 3 shows the means and 95% confidence intervals.

Regarding learning differences, composite scores were computed from the questionnaire responses, the Paper-Folding Test (PFT) and the joint gaze behaviour score as indicators of learning behaviour. Thus, we aimed to assess whether different self-reported cognitive styles, assessed by the OSIVQ (Blazhenkova & Kozhevnikov, 2009), might have actual consequences on learning with visualizations and therefore should be considered when designing learning environments or researching their impact.

Indeed, we could, to a large extent, confirm our expected relations between three different cognitive style dimensions (object imagery, spatial imagery and verbal), visuo-spatial ability and learning behaviour while learning with visualizations. Using eye-tracking methods, we used dwell time on and revisits of pictures versus texts (i.e., aspects of participants’ gaze behaviour) as indicators of learning behaviour. We found substantially different correlations of the different cognitive style scales with gaze behaviour and visuo-spatial ability: Apparently, participants scoring high on the object scale and/or the spatial scale of OSIVQ relied more heavily on pictures than on texts (indicated by high positive correlations with a joint gaze behaviour score), while participants scoring high on the verbal scale tended to rely on texts (indicated by a negative, non-significant correlation). Furthermore, only participants scoring high on the spatial scale tended to additionally have a high visuo-spatial ability, as indicated by a significant positive correlation. This is in line with the questionnaire’s assumption (Blajenkova et al., 2006; Kozhevnikov et al., 2002) and validates the underlying structure of two types of visualizers and one type of verbalizers. Quite surprisingly, however, we found some indications that spatial visualizers do not focus on pictures as strongly as object visualizers. On the contrary, the correlation between object visualizers and verbalizers was negative and significant, suggesting that these two types of visualizers do not focus on pictures as strongly as object visualizers. This apparent contradiction to the correlational results can
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Table 3. Cluster centres for three clusters based on participants’ ratings on the three scales of the OSIVQ

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>Cluster 1 (object visualizers)</th>
<th>Cluster 2 (verbalizers)</th>
<th>Cluster 3 (spatial visualizers)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OSIVQ_object</td>
<td>3.43</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>3.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSIVQ_spatial</td>
<td>4.12</td>
<td>2.46</td>
<td>2.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSIVQ_verbal</td>
<td>3.14</td>
<td>3.98</td>
<td>2.76</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: OSIVQ, Object-Spatial Imagery and Verbal Questionnaire.
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DISCUSSION

The present study aimed to validate Kozhevnikov and colleagues’ cognitive style dimensions with regard to actual behaviour during learning with text–picture combinations. Thus, we aimed to assess whether different self-reported cognitive styles, assessed by the OSIVQ (Blazhenkova & Kozhevnikov, 2009), might have actual consequences on learning with visualizations and therefore should be considered when designing learning environments or researching their impact.

Figure 2. Semi-partial Pearson correlations between the three subscales of the Object-Spatial Imagery and Verbal Questionnaire (OSIVQ), the Paper-Folding Test (PFT) and the joint gaze behaviour score when learning with texts and pictures (a positive score indicates focusing on pictures, a negative score indicates focusing on texts). Effects of the other two OSIVQ subscales are partialled out when looking at the relationship between a style and an outcome. In case of the relation between gaze behaviour and PFT, the effects of all OSIVQ subscales are partialled out. Non-significant correlations are shown as dashed lines. Note that the small sample size prohibited calculating a multivariate path model.

Figure 3. Means and 95% confidence intervals of object visualizers, verbalizers and spatial visualizers on the gaze-behaviour scale when learning with text–picture combinations. Positive values indicate focusing on pictures; negative values indicate focusing on texts.
be explained by our finding that participants in the object visualizer cluster scored highly on the object and the spatial scale, while participants in the spatial visualizer scale exclusively scored highly on the spatial scale.) One might speculate that the spatial visualizers’ higher spatial ability enables them to process pictures quicker and better and leads to better linking abilities of texts and pictures—which is a superior strategy in any case (e.g. Mayer, 1999). Information from both the verbal and visual channels in working memory needs to be processed and integrated; individual differences in the potential to process visual information (i.e. spatial abilities) on perceptual and cognitive levels (cf. Schnitz, Baadte, Johnson, & Mengelkamp, 2012) might influence retention and understanding of text–picture combinations. Thus, a distinct (object-)visual or verbal cognitive style might also be interpreted in terms of a weakness: Those learners might lack the ability to equally concentrate on both sources of information and are thus not able to integrate verbal and visual information in their working memory. Therefore, spatial visualizers and people with less distinct cognitive style might benefit more from information simultaneously presented in two channels (i.e. the multimedia effect; cf. Mayer, 2014). It might be worthwhile to investigate whether cognitive style and spatial ability indeed influence the process of integrating verbal and pictorial information as described by Schnitz et al. (2012) in a replication study with more participants. In such a study, additional efforts should be made to investigate cognitive style’s influence on actual learning outcome, as we did not find any differences. Apparently, while object visualizers, spatial visualizers and verbalizers used quite different strategies to work with text–picture combinations, they all were able to learn sufficiently—even though the significant positive correlation between gaze behaviour and comprehension (Table 2) suggests a relation between a stronger focus on pictures and deeper comprehension. A follow-up study might want to use pictures and texts that are not equivalent in informational content but complement each other.

Moreover, and contrary to expectations based on previous research, the three subscales of the cognitive style questionnaire had medium correlations with each other, which demonstrates related but distinct dimensions. Our correlations were substantially higher than in the original studies (e.g. Blazhenkova & Kozhevnikov, 2009), in which the correlations did not exceed $r = .18$. It stands to reason that these differences could be attributed to our—deliberately chosen—specific sample, which only consisted of people who identified themselves as either clear visualizers or clear verbalizers. With only few or no participants with unclear cognitive styles, these participants tended to mark their self-assessments on both verbal and visual items unambiguously and thus showed rather strong negative correlations between verbal and visual scales. We chose this approach because we expected to obtain clearer results with this specific sample. While we realize that this approach reduces our results’ generalizability to a degree (as well as our decision to use a shortened version of the OSIVQ), getting a clear picture whether distinct groups indeed differ on their learning behaviour seemed more important as a first step in our research. In a next step, such a limitation should certainly be removed, and the number of participants should be vastly increased (even though processing large numbers of eye-tracking data is quite time-consuming). Additionally, it would be worthwhile to also assess object ability and verbal ability (cf. Blazhenkova & Kozhevnikov, 2009).

In sum, we could find further evidence that different types of learners can be differentiated according to Kozhevnikov and colleagues’ OSIVQ, namely, spatial visualizers, object visualizers and verbalizers. More importantly, we could show that these types of cognitive style are related differently to actual learning behaviour, inasmuch as verbalizers focus their attention on the textual parts of text–picture combinations, while object visualizers focus on the pictorial parts and spatial visualizers do not seem to have a clear preference. Importantly, however, these apparent differences in learning behaviour did not seem to have any effects on learning outcome in our study. Thus, our results might trigger more research regarding these three types of learners and their apparently crucially different behaviours when learning with texts and pictures. This in turn could lead the way to a systematic consideration of visual/verbal cognitive styles in learning and instruction when designing learning environments or researching their impact, as is already in progress regarding, for example, prior knowledge (Cook, 2006; Kalyuga, 2008) or spatial ability (Höfller, 2010; Höfller, Schmeck, & Opfermann, 2013). Matching the learning environment to people’s cognitive style (‘matching hypothesis’; cf. Kolb, 1986; Kozhevnikov, Evans, & Kosslyn, 2014; but also Pashler et al., 2008, for an opposite view) might thus enhance learning effects, even though matching material to the specific context seems to be more important and would likely override any cognitive style matching effects (Klein, 2003; Kolloffel, 2012).

On the other hand, if our results regarding a superiority of the spatial visualization strategy should hold true, this might have implications for student instruction in learning. In this case, attempts could be made to encourage and improve this strategy, especially in younger children [that is, matching the styles to the (most common) instructional formats, and not the other way round].
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